GLOBAL EDUCATION NETWORK SOCIETY’s
GBS Celebrates its 7th Independence day on the occasion of India celebrating its 67th Independence
Day

Global Business School, Hubli unfurls the national flag and released pigeons in air symbolizing freedomamidst Students, teaching and non teaching staff.
‘Independence Day signifies freedom & overall progress in terms of inclusive growth of nation marks the
imperative outcome of the freedom.’ said Dr. Ramakanth Kulkarni, Director Global Business School, Hubli.
Juxtapose with the institute he said Institute has made commendable progress in different spheres of its
operations, thus implying the optimum use of its tangible and intangible resources (including Independence
and empowerment given to its employees at various levels)

Management members - Shri Mahendra Kothari, Vice president Gen Society, & Jitesh Jain, Secretary
Gen society, along with his family graced the occasion, and enthralled the gathering with their words of
wisdom

Dr M N Manik, Dean Academics Global Business School, Hubli, complemented and acknowledged
the organizing team for their contribution and also the audience for being part of the celebration. Officially
deputed for Vote of thanks –Dr, Manik said that it’s time not to thank ourselves but to thank the legends who
shed their blood to get freedom for the country.
Director in his formal speech also said that on the backdrop of burning issues our country is facing – it’s time
to really question ourselves - ‘Are we really a sovereign country’

GBS Applauds the entire team of student (Sharath, Swetha, Saddam, Sumit, Allwin, Sanket &
Santos) who have worked religiously and spell-bound the audience by their wonderful decoration and other
arrangements, which has indeed energized the environment and boosts the otherwise latent feeling of
patriotism within all of ous.
>>>Click Here for Live experience of the Director Speech
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z4WNrZwcVRs&feature=youtu.be
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